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Japan rail guide book

... for a guidebook (and now also a Kindle/e-book version) for discovering Japan by train. Japan by Rail tells you what you need to know to plan a trip to Japan including; details of major rail passes (both JR and private), ideas on when to go and how much a trip can cost. The book also tells you what to see and do when
you're there, as well as where to stay and eat. Most importantly, however, it tells you how to get around by train, especially with the Japan Rail Pass. The purpose of this website is to include more information than there is space for in the book, such as more festivals and events and itineraries. Also scenic travel,
highlights, a list of Japan's World Heritage Sites and details of some of the many hot springs (Onsen and Rotemburo). There is an update and news page and we will share feedback, so please send us everything you would like to say about your trip to Japan. If you don't have a copy of the book see the book below for
some technical details and buy a copy click on the link! Practical guidebooks for the more enterprising traveller. - Herald by: Ramsey zarifeh and Anna Udagawa Price: 16.99 GBP Buy now ISBN 9781905864751 4th edition 528 pages 72 maps 63 color photos, 10 illustrations 120mm x 180mm 5 x 7 Highly recommended!
- The person in seat 61, www.seat61.com highly recommended - JETwit.com, Japan Exchange and Teaching Magazine alumni program, if you come from outside Japan, this is quite possibly the best one book you can bring. - www.japanvisitor.com Bible for train travel in Japan... With.... All the information you need to
make the most of so many tourist sites across Japan.' - Boost Japan magazine Brilliantly Informative Guide - JTB Europe (Japan Travel Bureau) Find... Well researched. - Japan Times (Tokyo) This gorgeous travel book should be a must-have item in your luggage - Books Monthly One of my favorite and most used
guidebooks - South China Morning Post If you plan to rely on trains in Japan to get around - which in most cases you should - then Japan Rail may prove more useful than a standard guidebook. - www.japanvisitor.com This handy guide by Ramsey zarifeh allows international visitors to make the most of a visit to the
country. - Railroad Messenger is essential for any travel or train buff collection... covers everything from Japanese words and phrases to the rail schedule. This new edition includes recent extensions on several rail lines plus further coverage of popular tourist destinations and less-traveled areas nearby - California U.S.
Highly Recommended - Bullet-In Magazine Priceless Companion - Railroad Magazine Gem - The Daily Yomiuri Excellent - The Sunday Times Japan is steeped in legend and myth, perhaps the greatest of which is a popular misconception that the country is a popular misconception that the country is a country country
too expensive to visit. The truth is that flights to Japan are cheaper than they ever were, accommodation can be of great importance, while the warm hospitality that awaits every visitor is worthless at all. The real secret of traveling around the country on a budget, however, is the Japan Rail Pass. With this pass you can
travel on some of the fastest trains in the world as often as you like as long as you please - and all for the same bargain price. Use this comprehensive guide combined with a rail pass to get the most out of your trip to Japan. Practical information - travel planning; Proposed routes What to take Get to Japan City guides
and maps - where to stay, where to eat, what to see in 26 cities and towns; The historical and cultural background of the Kilometer by kilometre guidebooks along the route - covering train trips from the coast to the mountains, from the retreat of the temple to the sprawling metropolis; 33 route map rail service summary -
bullet train and all routes in this guide Plus - Japanese words and phrases; Customs and etiquette 63 color photos NEW FOR THE FOURTH EDITION Route guides now include the latest extensions of the Hokuriku and Hokkaido Shinkansen lines Additional information is given on the many private railway lines of the
Great Reach of popular tourist destinations such as Tokyo, Kyoto, Kamakura, Nikko, Hakone, Takayama and Shirakawa-go There is also more information about areas in the wilderness including desert sand (sand dunes) and the museum Tateyama-Kurobe Alpine route, journey through the northern Japanese Alps using
five different modes of transport; Kawaguchi-ko, where you can see Mount Fuji reflected in the lake; and the artistic island of Naoshima, Shikoku Highlights - A new color section at the front with Best Lists to help plan the kanji and katakana trip is now included for all of interviewees with Japan's AUTHOR by rail author,
Ramsey zarife, on trips to Japan. 1) 'Steve Wright Afternoon', BBC Radio 2, UK, July 20, 2016 2) National Geographic Radio, USA Read excerpt: Updates: Updates: Check out the author's website Price: 16.99 GBP buy online now... Find... Well researched. --The Japan Times (Tokyo)Excellent guide --The Sunday Times
(UK) Priceless Companion-Rail Magazine (UK)A must for any travel or train buff collection... covers everything from Japanese words and phrases to the rail schedule. This new edition includes recent extensions on several rail lines plus further coverage of popular tourist destinations and less traveled areas nearby,
making it lovely --California Bookwatch, USA, February 2013 Priceless Companion-Rail Magazine (UK) This handy guide guide Ramsey zarife allows lets visitors to make the most of visiting the country. --Railway Gazette, March 2013Im priceless companion --Rail magazine (UK) If you plan to rely on trains in Japan to
get around - which in most cases you should - then Japan by rail may prove more useful than a standard guidebook. --www.japanvisitor.com June 2013Price's companion-rail magazine (UK) If you plan to rely on trains in Japan to get around - which in most cases you should - then Japan by rail may prove more useful
than a standard guidebook. --www.japanvisitor.com June 2013Special companion--rail magazine (UK) The most affordable and effective way to travel through Japan by train with a rail pass Is steeped in legend and myth, perhaps the biggest of which is the popular misconception that the country is simply too expensive
to visit. The truth is that flights to Japan are cheaper than they ever were, accommodation can be of great value, while the warm hospitality that awaits every visitor is worthless at all. The real secret of traveling around the country on a budget, however, is the Japan Rail Pass. With this pass you can travel on some of the
fastest trains in the world as often as you like as long as you please. Use this comprehensive guide combined with a rail pass to get the most out of your trip to Japan. Practical information - travel planning; What to take Get to Japan from Europe, North America and Australia City guides and maps - where to stay (all
budgets), where to eat, what to see in 30 towns and cities; historical and cultural vonKilometer-by-kilometer guidebooks on the route, covering train rides from the coast to the mountains, from the retreat of the temple to the sprawling metropolis; 34 routes mapsRailway schedule - Bullet trains and all routes in this
guidebookPlus - Customs, etiquette, Japanese phrases The most affordable and effective way to travel through Japan by train with a rail passJapon is steeped in legend and myth, perhaps the biggest of which is the popular misconception that the country is simply too expensive to visit. The truth is that flights to Japan
are cheaper than they ever were, accommodation can be of great value, while the warm hospitality that awaits every visitor is worthless at all. The real secret of traveling around the country on a budget, however, is the Japan Rail Pass. With this pass you can travel on some of the fastest trains in the world as often as
you like as long as you please. Use this comprehensive guide combined with a rail pass to get Part of your trip to Japan.Practical information is planning a trip; What to take Get to Japan from Europe, North America and Australia City guides and maps - where to stay (all budgets), where to eat, what to see in 30 towns
and cities; historical and cultural guidebooks on the route, covering train trips from the coast to the mountains, from the retreat of the temple to the sprawling metropolis; 34 routes mapsRailway schedules - Bullet trains and all routes in this guidebookPlus - customs, etiquette, Japanese phrases Ramsey zarife was born in
the UK, but spent most of his working life abroad. After graduating from Magdalena College in Cambridge with a degree in English, he spent two years in Japan on the Scheme of the Japanese Exchange and Teaching (JET), before spending a year studying and writing the first edition of Japan Rail. He currently works as
an ether and online journalist, and his travels take him as often as possible back to Japan. For this third edition he was assisted by Andrew Picknell and Anna Udagawa, both of whom lived and worked in Japan. Highly recommended Jetwit.com, Japanese Exchange and Teaching (JET) Graduates Magazine Program,
January 2017. If you come from outside Japan, this is quite possibly the best one book you can bring.' www.japanvisitor.com, October 2016. Bible for train travel in Japan .... With.... all the necessary information to make the most of so many tourist sites throughout Japan. Journal of SOOM JAPAN, September 2016.
'Brilliantly informative' JTB EUROPE (JAPAN TRAVEL BUREAU), September 2016. 'This gorgeous travel book should be a must-have item in your luggage.' BOOKS MONTHLY, August 2016. 'One of my favorite and most used guidebooks.' SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST, July 2016 Reviews for the previous edition -
Finding ... Well researched. JAPAN TIMES (TOKYO). 'Priceless Companion' RAILWAY MAGAZINE (UK). 'Excellent guide' SUNDAY TIMES (UK). 'Great primer.' THE DAILY TELEGRAPH (UK). 'Highly recommended' 'BULLET MAGAZINE (JAPAN). Practical, very interesting and should allow the visitor to save money
and add to the enjoyment of Japan NATIONAL RAILWAY MUSEUM JOURNAL (UK). --The Japan Times (Tokyo) Cambridge University graduate, Ramsey zarife, spent two years teaching in Japan. Now a journalist, he made the documentary Off The Rails: A Journey to Japan, which was shown worldwide on the English
channel Al Jazeera in 2015.Anna Udagawa lives in the UK and was an English teacher in Japan before marrying there. She regularly returns to Japan and currently works as a guidebook editor. Editor.
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